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1. Introduction. In the following we will consider only rings with unit. It

is well known that a finitely based module(2) (over some specified ring) can

have bases of different lengths(3). Examples of such modules are given in

[1; 2; 3].
A module will be said to have dimension n if it has a basis of length w, and

if all of its bases are of the same length. A ring A will be called dimensional if

all finitely based ^-modules have dimension. The class of dimensional rings

includes all rings with the ascending chain condition on left ideals (left

Noetherian rings) [4, p. 32], and thus all rings with the descending chain

condition (left Artinian rings) [4, p. 71]. The class also includes all commuta-

tive rings [5, p. 563] and all subrings (with the same unit) of a division ring

[5, p. 563] (or, more generally, of an Artinian ring [6, p. 249]).

In this paper it is shown that a given ring can admit only certain char-

acteristic types of finitely based modules, and rings are classified according to

to their module type. There exists a natural ordering of such types, relative

to which the type of the dimensional rings is maximal. The types are shown

to form a lattice, with the lattice operations related to certain operations on

rings of corresponding types. It is shown, further, that whenever there exists

a unit-preserving homomorphism of A into A', then the type of A' is less

than or equal to that of A. As a corollary, we have a result (due to O. T.

O'Meara) according to which the dimensionality of A' implies that of A. This

permits us to add substantially to the class of dimensional rings.

In the final section, it is shown that rings exist of arbitrary type. These

are quotient rings of rings of noncommutative polynomials, constructed in

a manner similar to that of [3]. It is shown that the rings so constructed are

(Jacobson) semi-simple. An alternative construction is indicated, leading to

rings of arbitrary type which are semi-simple, prime, and, except for the case

of a ring which is nondimensional when regarded as a module over itself,

have no zero divisors.

Presented to the Society, November 26, 1960, under the title A classification of rings by

module type; received by the editors May 27, 1961.
(') Research for this paper was supported by the National Science Foundation and the

University of Nebraska Research Council. The author would like to thank the referee for a

number of valuable suggestions.

(2) All modules will be assumed to be unitary left modules.

(s) It is easily shown that this cannot happen if the module has an infinite basis. In fact,

whenever a module has an infinite basis, all bases have the same cardinality.
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2. Nondimensional rings. The following theorem permits a general defini-

tion of the module type of a ring.

Theorem 1. For any nondimensional ring A there exist unique positive

integers n, k such that (i) any A-module with a basis of length <n has dimension;

(ii) for any A-module M with a basis of length =« there exists an integer A,

where ni%h<n + k, suchthat M has a basis of length r if and only if r = h+mk

for some integer m}±0. Moreover, such an A-module exists for arbitrary A.

Proof. By hypothesis there exists at least one finitely-based A -mod ule

which does not have dimension. Let n be the length of the shortest basis to

be found among all such modules, so that by definition n satisfies condition

(i) of the theorem. Then consider the class of all A -modules having a basis

of length n, and let n+k be the length of the next shortest basis to be found

among all modules of this class.

Choose an A -module M having bases of length n and n+k, and let N

bean A -module with a basis of length t^n. If t <n+k, set h = t. If t}^n+k, let

Ni be the module generated by the first n+k elements of the basis of N, and

N2 the module generated by the remaining t — (n + k) elements. Then

N=Ny®N2 and since both M and A7! have bases of length n+k, M=Ny.

But then Ny also has a basis of length n, so that N has a basis of length

t — k. By repetitions of this process, it is clear that N has a basis of length A

for some A in the range n^h<n+k. Then by reversing the argument, N has

a basis of length h+mk for any wi^O.

Now suppose N has a basis of length h'^h+mk. By the above process

we can as well assume that n^h' <n+k with h'^h, say h<h'. Let d be the

G.C.D. of A and A' —A, then d = u(h' — h)+vk for some integers u and v. Sup-

pose u>0 (if m<0 then v>0 and the proof is similar). Since h<n + k we can,

as above, write M=My®M2 where My has a basis of length A. Thus My=N

and so also has a basis of length A'. It follows that M has a basis of length

n+k + (h' — A). Continuing, M has a basis of length n + A+w(A' — A), and, by

using M itself, in a similar way, a basis of length n+u(h'— h)+vk. Since

d<k this violates the minimality of n+k, and we conclude that N can have

no bases other than those of length h+mk.

Finally, we may take the direct sum of M with any number of copies of

A, so that such an A -module exists for arbitrary A.

Remark that the above process provides an easy proof that Noetherian

and Artinian rings are dimensional. Let M have bases of length n and n+k,

so that M = My® M' where M'=M. But then M' also has a basis of length

n+k, so again M' = M2®M" where M"=M. The process evidently yields

chains MyCMy®M2C • ■ • and M^M'DW'D ■ ■ • , violating both chain

conditions for A -modules. Since chain conditions on left ideals of A imply

corresponding conditions on finitely generated A -mod ules [4, p. 32], the

result follows.
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Theorem 1 permits the following classification of all rings with unit:

(i) dimensional rings, type d; (ii) nondimensional rings, type (n, A), where

(w, A) are the integers of Theorem 1 ; (iii) the ring with zero as its only ele-

ment, type 0.

The ring types may be partially ordered as follows: (i) 0 <(n, k) <d for

all (w, A); (ii) (w', k')<(n, k) if and only ií n'Un and A'|A. Note that the

ring types form a distributive lattice under the operations

(w, A) r\ (»', *') = (min(w, »'), G.C.D.(A, k'))

and

(w, A) W (w', k') = (max(w, n'), L.CM.(k, A')).

It is well known (and easily shown) that there exists an A -module with

bases of length n and w+A if and only if there exist n + k by w and w by w+A

matrices X and F over A such that XY=In+k and YX = In, where In+k and

7„ are identity matrices. Note that this criterion for the existence of an A-

module with bases of length w and w + A is right-left symmetric. Thus if we

had introduced the concept of a "right" type of a ring, using right modules

in a manner analogous to our use of left modules, the result would have been

no different. In defining the type of a ring, we are therefore justified in omit-

ting reference to the orientation of the modules used.

Theorem 2. Let A and A' be rings of type a and a' respectively. If A^>A'

is a unit-preserving homomorphism of A into A', then a'^a.

Proof. If a = d or if A' = 0 the theorem is obvious. Since A—*A' is unit-

preserving, the existence of matrices over A satisfying the conditions of the

above remark would imply the existence of matrices over A' satisfying the

same conditions. Hence a' = d implies a = d. Moreover, if a=(w, A) then A'

admits a module with bases of length w and w+A. From Theorem 1 it then

follows immediately that n'|« and A'| A.

Corollary 1 (4). A ring A is dimensional if and only if there exists a unit-

preserving homomorphism of A into a dimensional ring A'.

Corollary 2. A subring (with the same unit) of a dimensional ring is di-

mensional.

Proof. The homomorphism is the natural inclusion map. More generally,

if A has a subring which shares its unit with A, then the type of A is less

than or equal to that of the subring.

Corollary 3. A commutative ring is dimensional.

Proof. By Zorn's lemma, any ring with unit has a maximal ideal. Let J

(*) Corollary 1 (with a different proof), and Corollaries 2 and 3, are due to O. T. O'Meara

(unpublished).
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be a maximal ideal of the commutative ring A, then the homomorphism is

the natural map A—*A/J onto the field A /J. Note that an onto map is auto-

matically unit-preserving.

Corollary 4. Let {x,-} iei be a set of symbols, where I is any index set. If

A is a ring of type a, then the ring B of polynomials in (commuting or noncom-

muting) symbols \Xi\ over A is also of type a.

Proof. This is clear, for the map of polynomials to their constant terms

is a homomorphism of B onto A, while the natural inclusion map is a unit-

preserving homomorphism of A into B.

Remark that the necessity of the requirement that the homomorphism

be unit-preserving is shown by the example of the direct sum of two rings of

different types. Homomorphisms exist both ways, but in this case the inclu-

sion map is not unit-preserving.

Corollary 5. Let A be a ring of type a. A right (left) ideal of A which is a

ring with unit is of type _a.

Proof. Let I be a right ideal of A, with unit e. For any x(z\A, exe = ex, so

the mapping A—>I defined by x—*ex is a homomorphism of A onto I.

Theorem 3. If Ay and A2 are rings of type ay and r respectively, then

A=Ay®A2is of type ayUa2.

Proof. Let A be of type a, then the natural homomorphisms of A onto

Ay and A2 require, by Theorem 2, that ai_a and ö2 = a so aiWa2_o. Thus if

either a\ = d or a2 = d, then d = a = ay\Ja2. The theorem is also obvious if either

Ay = 0 or A2 = 0. Thus suppose ay= («i, Ai) and a2= (n2, k2) and ayKJa2=(n, A).

Since ai = aiWa2, we have wi = w and so by Theorem 1 there exists an Ay-

module My with bases of length n and n+mky for arbitrary m. Since Ai[A.

we may choose m so that My has bases of length n and n + k. Similarly there

exists an ^42-module M2 with bases of length n and n + k. Defining AyM2 = 0

and A2My = 0, then My®M2 is an yl-module with bases of length n and n + k.

Thus a_(w, A) and so a = ay\Ja2.

Theorem 4. If Ay and A2 are rings of type ay and a2 respectively, then

Ay®A2 is of type <.ayC\a2.

Proof. This is clear, since there exist unit-preserving homomorphisms of

Ay and A2 into Ay®A2, namely Ay—>Ay®l and A2-*1®A2.

Remark that the question is open as to whether or not rings Ay and A2

exist for which the type of Ay®A2 is actually less than ay(~\a2. The broader

problem of finding a construction, from given rings Ay and A2, of a ring of

type equal to ayf~\a2 is therefore also open.

Theorem 5. If A is a ring of type a, then the complete matrix ring Am is
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(i) of type d if a = d; (ii) if a = (w, A), of type ((n + r)/m, k/g), where
g = G.CD.(A, m) and r is the least non-negative integer such that m\ n+r.

Proof. Let Am be of type b. Since there exists a unit-preserving homo-

morphism A-+Am, it follows that b<a, and so b = d only if a = d. Thus sup-

pose b=(p, A). Then there must exist p+h by p and pby p-\-h matrices over

Am whose products are identity matrices. But if we regard the elements of

these matrices as submatrices of matrices over A, this means that there exist

m(p-\-h) by mp and mp by m(p-\-h) matrices whose products are identity

matrices over A. Thus A is not dimensional and so assertion (i) is proved.

Writing a—(n, k) this also shows, by Theorem 1, that mp¿:n and k\mh.

Hence k/g\ h, where g = G.CD.(A, m).

Now by Theorem 1 there exists an A -module with bases of length w+r

and n+r+sk for arbitrary non-negative r and s. Choose the least r^O such

that m\n+r and choose s = m/g. The matrices relative to these bases may

be partitioned into m by m submatrices furnishing matrices over Am oí sizes

(n-\-r)/m and (n-\-r)/m-\-k/g, whose products are identity matrices over Am.

Thus pú(n+r)/m and h\ k/g. But then h = k/g, and since mp^n, it follows

that p = (n+r)/m.

Theorem 6. // D is a division ring, then any subring of Dm is dimensional.

Proof. Let e be the unit of the subring A of Dm. We may regard Dm as the

set of linear transformations of an m-dimensional vector space, and choose

its basis {cti} ,i=l, ■ • ■ , m, so that {aj+i, ■ ■ ■ , am} is the basis of the null-

space of e (that is, we are considering the ring isomorphic to A under an

appropriate inner automorphism of Dm). Regarding e as restricted to the sub-

space Sj (with basis {«<}, i= 1, • • • ,j), eis nonsingular and since it is idem-

potent, e = Ij. Since xe = x for all xÇzA, we may also regard x as restricted to

Sj, that is, A is a subring (with the same unit) of D¡. But by Theorem 5, Dj is

dimensional and thus by Corollary 2, A is also dimensional.

Corollary 6. Any locally matrix ring is dimensional.

Proof. If A is nondimensional, there exist matrices X, Y such that

XY = In+ic, YX — In for some w, A>0. But such matrices are impossible in a

locally matrix ring, since the set of all elements of X and F (together with the

unit) generate a dimensional ring, namely a subring of some Dm.

Corollary 7. If A has a maximal ideal which does not contain the socle of

A, then A is dimensional.

Proof. Let I be the maximal ideal of A which does not contain some

minimal one-sided ideal of A. Then A/1 is a simple ring with a minimal ideal

and so [7, p. 90] locally matrix. By Corollaries 1 and 6, A is dimensional.

Alternatively, by [7, p. 88], A/I is left Artinian and hence dimensional, so

the result again follows from Corollary 1.
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Theorem 7. If A is a ring with pivotal monomial^), then A is dimensional.

Proof. Let / be any maximal ideal of A. Then A/I is simple with unit

and hence [7, p. 4] primitive. Since the property of having a pivotal mo-

nomial is preserved under homomorphism, by [8, p. 357] A/I is isomorphic

with some Dm. The result then follows from Theorem 5 and Corollary 1.

Corollary 8. Every PI ring and every algebraic ring of bounded degree is

dimensional.

Proof. By [8, p. 353] any such ring has a pivotal monomial.

Remark that the converse of Theorem 7 does not hold, as is shown by the

example of the polynomial ring, say over the rational field, in two non-

commutative variables. By Corollary 4 this ring is dimensional, but certainly

cannot have a pivotal monomial.

3. The existence of rings of arbitrary type. The ring constructed by

Everett [l] is of type (1, 1), while the rings constructed in [2; 3] are of type

(n, 1) for arbitrary n. It is the purpose of the present section to construct a

ring of type (n, A) for arbitrary n and A. Note that (n, 1)U(1, A) = (n, A), so

that since rings of type (n, 1) have already been constructed in [2] and [3],

it suffices by Theorem 3 to construct rings of type (1, A) for arbitrary A ̂ 2.

Consider the ring R oí polynomials (free algebra) with unit generated,

over the field of integers modulo 2, by non-commutative symbols \Xi, yy},

i, j=l, • • • , A + l. Form column and row matrices X=(xy ■ ■ • x^y)' and

Y=(yy ■ ■ • Vi+i). Let H be the two-sided ideal generated by the elements of

XY—Ik+i and YX — 1, where Ik+i is the A + l by A + l identity matrix, and

let A =R/H. It is clear (see [2 or 3] for details) that in each residue class

modulo H there exists a unique polynomial none of whose terms contains an

occurrence of any of the set {xjVy, yi*i}■ Thus A may be regarded as the ring

of all such polynomials, provided multiplication is modified by requiring

that, in any product x¿y¡ is to be replaced by 5¿y (where 5¿y=l if i—j, zero

otherwise), and yyXy by E£+1 ytXi + 1. From this it follows that all monomials

of A are of form uv where m is a product of y's (or u= 1) and v a product of

x's (or v= 1).

Clearly there exists an A -module with bases of length 1 and A + l, namely

the ring A itself, regarded as an ^4-module. Thus it suffices to show that the

existence of g by 1 and 1 by g matrices 3>, 0 satisfying

(1) 4>0 = IQ,       0$ = 1, for some 9^1 (mod A),

leads to a contradiction. Note that if ^ is an arbitrary q by q unimodular

matrix, then ©S? and Sir-1«!) also satisfy (1).

Define the degree d[u) of a monomial u as the length of u (or 0 if w= 1),

(6) For the definition of pivotal monomial see [8, p. 352]. The possibility that this theorem

might be true was suggested by M. P. Drazin.
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and for an arbitrary a oí A, the degree d[a] = max{d[m] } for the terms of a.

Terms of a oí degree equal to d [a] will be called longest terms of a. We define

an ordering in A as follows: (i) For all values of the indicated subscripts,

yj<Xi, Xi-i<Xi, yj-i<yj. (ii) If m and d are monomials, u<v if d[u] <d[v], and

if d[u] =d[v], then u<v if u precedes v lexicographically, (iii) Rearrange the

terms of polynomials to read in descending order (that is, if a = Wi+w2-\- ■ ■ -,

then Wi>w2> ■ • ■ ; note that we will call Wi the leading term of a). Then

a<ß ii a precedes ß lexicographically. Also 0<a for all a5^0.

A set {ctißi}, i = 1, • • • , A, is said to be diminished if it is replaced by a

set {cxußii}, i=l, ■ • ■ , hi = h (mod A) satisfying one of the following:

(i) max{d[a¿i]+d[/3,i]} <max{d[a,]+d[(3t]} ; (ii) the maxima are equal, but

there are fewer i for which d[a,i]+d[/3,i] equals the maximum; (iii) Ai = A,

the maxima and the number of i for which the maximum is attained equal,

but an<a, for some i, while «yi^ay for all J9^i.

Now suppose it is always possible to replace © and <£ by @i and $i satisfy-

ing (1) such that {di, <£,} is diminished when replaced by {dncpn}, then the

proof is immediate. For eventually an element of zero degree, namely 1, must

appear, say in 0. But then an elementary matrix S^ produces ©SF

= (1, 0, • • • , 0), and clearly @1Ir, \l>-1<i> could not satisfy (1). It will accord-

ingly be assumed that for the matrices ©, $> satisfying (1) the set {o»«í>¿} is

minimal (in the sense that it cannot be diminished in the manner indicated

above), and a transformation which, if it existed, would give a diminished

set, is said to violate minimality.

In the following we will use the designation «£a to mean that m is a

term of a. Let w£0i and v<E.cpi for some i. We call uv a reaction if it must be

reduced (that is, if either (i) u ends in yi and v begins with xi, or (ii) u ends

in some Xi and v begins with some y,). A term is bound in 0,$,- if it results from

some reaction in 0t<£,- and has degree equal to the sum of the degrees of the

reacting terms. Terms of lesser degree resulting from a reaction will be called

secondary reaction terms. All other terms of ry,0< are said to be unbound in

difpi. A term is bound in a range a <i^sb if it is bound in some 6i<pi for i in the

range. Terms are unbound in the range if they are unbound in all $4>i of the

range. A product aß is said to be full if d[a/3] =d[a]+d[/3] and almost full

if d[aß]**d[a]+d\ß]-l.

Lemma 1. (i) A necessary and sufficient condition for aß to be full is that a

longest term of a end in some y¡ or a longest term of ß begin with some xt. (ii) A n

aß which is not full is almost full if and only if a term of a of degree d [a] — 1

ends in some y, or a term of ß of degree d [ß] — 1 begins with some Xi.

Proof. The necessity of (i) is obvious. Thus suppose there exist longest

terms w£a, i>£)3 with either (or both) u ending in some y¡ and v beginning

with some x,. If uv is unbound in aß, then clearly, being of maximal degree,

it cannot be cancelled by any other term of aß. But if uv is bound in aß, it
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must be bound to a reaction in aß, or if uv is itself a reaction whose results

are to be cancelled, there must be corresponding terms bound to it. In either

case there would be cross-product terms which would be unbound, and hence

uncancelled.

To establish (ii), note that if all the longest terms of a end in some x¿ and

all longest terms of ß begin with some y¡, then for aß to be almost full we

must have i*£a with d[u] =d[a] — 1 ending in some yy or v<E.ß with d[v]

= d[ß] — l beginning with some xt. The products of such terms with, respec-

tively, a longest term of a or a longest term of ß could not cancel each other,

are unbound, and are of maximal degree. Thus, as in the previous paragraph,

they would be uncancelled.

Remark that by using the proper elementary matrix ^ it is possible to

obtain 0^ in which Qh has been replaced by dh + E^Ä^tai for arbitrary a,-,

while all other elements are unchanged. However, in so doing $ must be re-

placed by "Vr-ty whose ith element is cpi+aicph. We will also agree, by using

permutation matrices, that we have rearranged so that d{¡pi>di+yd>i+i,

♦ -1, 2, • • • ,q-l.
Now let N = max{d[di]+d[d>i)}. We separate all 0,</>¿ into the following

classes: Class A, d[dí¡pi\ = N; Class B, d[di]+d[cpi] = N and di(pi almost full;

Class C, d[dicpi] = N-l and 0<¿< full; Class D, ¿[0^,] =AT-2.

Lemma 2. Let v be a monomial for which Bv is full or almost full, and let w

be the leading term of dv. (i) If v begins with some yy then w = uv where u is the

first term of 0 which ends with some yn. (ii) If v begins with some xf and u is the

leading term of 0, then w = uv (or is bound to uv if uv is a reaction) in all but

the exceptional case: u, v have form u = u'ylt v = Xyv' with also u'y2(Ezd. In this

case w = u'y2xyv'.

Proof. This is clear from the way monomials were ordered. Remark that

in (ii) dv is automatically full.

Note 1. From this lemma (and the ordering) it is clear that if v and z

begin with the same symbol, and dv is full or almost full, then if uyVy is the

leading term of dv, the leading term of dz is UyZy where zy agrees with z except

that its initial symbol is the same as that of Vy. If, for example, z is an initial

segment of v, then UiZy is an initial segment of UyVi.

Lemma 3. If v>z and either dv is full or both 9v and 6z are almost full, then

the leading term of dv exceeds the leading term of dz in all but the case: v, z have

form v = xyv', z — XjZ1, jf^l, with d[v]=d[z], and some u'yi leads in d. In the

exceptional case the inequality is reversed.

Proof. If d[v] >d[z] and dv is full, or both dv and dz are almost full, then

the degree of the leading term of dv exceeds that of dz. Thus suppose d[v]

= d[z]. If v begins with some yy, then by the ordering of monomials z must

begin with some yn, and the result follows from (i) of Lemma 2. Also, if v
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begins with some x, the result is clear from the ordering, for only in the ex-

ceptional case will dz have a term exceeding the leading term of 6v, namely

u'yiXjz' >u'y2x2v'.

Remark that from this lemma when Ocp is full, its leading term is the lead-

ing term of Bv for some v(Ecf>. Moreover, in all but the exceptional case, v is

the leading term of cp. Also note that if deb is almost full, then its leading term

is uv, where either u leads in 6 and v is the first term of cp beginning with some

%i, or u is the first term of 0 ending in some y¡ and v leads in cp. In either case

uv is the leading term of 6v for some v<E.4>.

Lemma 4. Let w = uv or a term bound to uv (if uv is a reaction). If w is the

leading term of 6v2, where 6v2 is full or almost full and d[v2]>d[v], then u is the

leading term of dz for some monomial z.

Proof. Consider, first the case uv is not a reaction, so that w = uv. Since

d[î/2]>d[zi], it is clear that v must be identical with a final segment of v2.

Thus, as in Note 1, u must be the leading term of dv% for <v3 an initial segment

of v2.

If uv is a reaction to which w = uxvi is bound, then again, by Note 1, Mi is

the leading term of dvz for «v3 an initial segment of v2. But «i differs from u only

in its final symbol, so if vt is obtained from v¡ by a similar alteration, then

u is the leading term of ö«v4.

Lemma 5. Let w be the leading term of diV2for some %£<£,-, where t9¿«v2 is full

when diCpi is full, and may be either full or almost full when 6$, is almost full.

For no j can w equal (or be bound to) uv, where uÇJ)j, v<E.cbj, d[v2]>d[v], and

d[u]+d[cpj] ^d[di]+d[cpi](^¡d[d,<pi]when 0,i>2 tí almost full).

Proof. Suppose such j exists, then by Lemma 4 « is the leading term of

6iZ for some z. Thus the elementary transformation d¡—^dji = 9jJrdiZ removes u

while (possibly) substituting terms <u. Thus 0yi<0,-, that is, the transforma-

tion diminishes 0¡. Now d[u] =d[di]-\-d[z] (or d[0¿]+d[z] — 1 if 6,v2 is almost

full). Thus by hypothesis d[z]+d[</>_,] ^d[0¡]. Hence this transformation,

which also sends cpi-^cpn = cpl+zcpj is such that d[öt]+d[(^>a] ád[i9,]+d[0¿].

Thus the set {fl,-0,-} would be diminished, violating minimality.

Note 2. Suppose tt£0j, v(E.cpj. Let w — uv (or w = uivu a term bound to uv

if it is a reaction). Let t = uz for some z with d[2]=d[«v] (or t = UiZi for some

Zi with d[zi] =d[î)i]). Assume that for some i for which d[o¡]<d[íí] and

d[M]+d[^] ^dföij+df^i], all terms of OiCpi^t, then w£f(/>2 for any v2 for

which 6iV2 is full. If 6iV2 is almost full, the same statement can be made, if

d[0i] is replaced by d[0¿] — 1. This is clear from Lemma 5, for if uvÇz.diV2 then

d[v2] >d[v] and also v (or v{) must coincide with a final segment of v2. Thus a

term of d<v2 could exceed w only if its initial segment exceeds u (or Ui). But

such a term would exceed /. Thus w would be the leading term of 6¿v2 contrary

to Lemma 5.
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Lemma 6. Let w = uv, and suppose { Xív' }, i = 1, • • • , A +1, is some set of

monomials such that d\x@'\>d\y\. If E*-í &iX¿v' has w as its leading term

and if w ends in Xjv' for some j, then u is the leading term of ^jaiZifor some set

of monomials {z¿}.

Proof. This is clearly similar to Lemma 4, for we must have v'=VyV for

some monomial vy (possibly 1). Thus by Note 1, u is the leading term of

¿ZotiX,Di.

Remark that in the situation of this lemma w could not be bound to a

reaction uv, for then w = UyVy where uy ends in some y». But w has a final seg-

ment Xjv' of degree >d[z>i] = d[i>] which is a product of the {x¿} alone.

Lemma 7. Let \dc+i], i=l, • • • , A + l be such that w is the leading term

of ^dc+iXiV1, where w ends in some xnv', then w cannot equal uv where «£0y,

v(zz<t>j, d[xiv')>d[v] and d[v']— d[v] <d[cpc+i]— d[d>¡\,for alli=l, • ■ ■ , A + l.

Proof. Suppose the contrary. As in the preceding remark, we need not

consider the case uv a reaction. Now from Lemma 6, u is the leading term of

E^c+tZt where all the z,- have dimension d[x¿í>'] — d[v]. Consider the ele-

mentary transformation

0y —» 0yi = 0y + E dc+iZi,

<t>c+i —* <t>c+a = 4>c+i + Zi<Pi, ¿=1,---,A+1.

This transformation diminishes d¡, by removing u, and by hypothesis, d[v']

+d[cpj] <d[v]+d[cpc+i]. Thusd[z,]+d[<¿>y] gd[0c+.], soá[0c+.i] ^d[&+,-], and

minimality is violated.

Note 3. Suppose w = uv where u(Edj, v(Ecpj and t = uz for some z with

d[z]=d[fl]. Assume that for some v' we have x,V£<£c+i, * = 1, • ■ ■ , A + l,

where d[xtt)']>d[z»] and d[i)']—d[t)] <d[0c+1]—d[0y] for all î= 1, • • • , A + l.

If all terms of ^dc+ifpc+i^t and at least one ends in some xnv', then

w$ E^+tX^'. Suppose the contrary, then the final segment of v' must agree

with v. Thus a term exceeding w would have an initial segment >«, so would

exceed /. Thus w would lead in J~*ße+iXtv', contrary to Lemma 7.

In the following we will write Ô,- for the sum of all longest terms of 0,-,

and 0* for all terms of degree d[0,] — 1 ; similarly $< and $?.

Lemma 8. PAe set of all {$<} is independent relative to the base field.

Proof. Suppose the contrary. Clearly no generality is lost in assuming

there is a linear relation connecting a set {<f>i¡\ all of the same degree. Choose

<j>h from this set in such a way that d[dh] ^¡dld^] for all i¡ in the set, and write

$h= ¿Zij^h^ij. Consider the elementary transformation d>h—xphi = </>a + Z<f>ip

dij-^diji — dij+dh, for all iy^A in the set. Since this removes from cph all terms

of maximal degree, d[0/,]+d[0M] <d[0f,]+d[$;,]. On the other hand d[dh]

ád[0,J so no d[0¿]+d[<£¿] is increased. Hence the minimality of the set

{dicpi} would be violated.
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Consider a particular range of indices, say c<i^c+A + l. A term w is

said to be cancelled in the range if it is bound in 6c+icpc+i, say w = u'yhXhv' with

M'yiG0c+i and xrz>'£#c+i, and if u'yh&c+h, Xh,v'(E.cj>c+h. If all terms bound to

this reaction are cancelled, that is, if w'y,E0<,4,-, Xtv'<E.cpc+i for all i in the

range, then w is said to be completely cancelled in the range. For the following

lemma we will assume that class A is nonempty so there exists some positive

integer a for which d[0,<£<] = N if and only if i ¿a.

Lemma 9. For some integer p we have a=p(k-\-l) and in each of the ranges

(j— 1)(A + 1) <î^_7'(A + 1), j= 1, ■ ■ ■ , p, all terms of 0*$; are completely can-

celled.

Proof. We proceed by induction, assuming that for some p' ts-p (possibly

0) ranges for j= 1, • • • , p' have been established in which the products of

the first kj terms of 0, by all terms of $¿ are completely cancelled in the range.

Remark that this means that when i= (j— 1)(A + 1) +A, all terms of #,• begin

with Xh. Also a term xnv'G«?< for i= (j— 1)(A + 1) + 1 if and only if xkv'El^í for

i=(j— 1)(A + 1)+A for all A=l, • • • , A + l. Similarly for the first k¡ terms of

the corresponding {0,}. We assume, finally, that no term appearing in this

induction schema appears anywhere else in any 0¿</>¿.

Note that if p' = 0, the induction hypothesis is satisfied vacuously, and if

we can show that either p' or one of the kj can be increased, the induction is

complete.

Now consider the set of all terms of degree N of the {dicpi} not in the in-

duction schema, and let w be the leading term of this set. If w is completely

cancelled in one of the already established ranges then, since it leads all terms

not in the schema, it must be produced by the next succeeding term of the

6~i for i in the range; that is, the Ay of this range may be increased by 1. If w

should be completely cancelled in a new range, then since 0t+i0<+i<0t<^¿ for

all i, this must be a range immediately succeeding p'(k + l). It will be shown

later that in this case the remaining terms of <?, in this new range also satisfy

the required conditions, and hence p' would be increased by 1. Finally, if w

(and the other new terms included) appear nowhere else, the induction is

complete.

It will therefore be assumed that w is not completely cancelled every-

where, and we agree to ignore those ranges in which it is completely can-

celled. We further assume, as a first step, that w is either not cancelled in an

established range or appears elsewhere, and again we agree to ignore ranges

(if any exist) in which w is cancelled. Now w cannot occur twice in the same

dicpi (for example, if w = u'y2x2v' with w'yi+tt'y2£0¿ and Xiz/'+x2u'£</>,-, then

there is an uncancelled term which exceeds w). Thus since JZl 0¿$i= 1, w must

appear in two members of {0,<£,}, say i = h and j. Note that since w has max-

imal degree A, j ¿a.

Write a' = p'(k-\-l) and consider first the case d[dj] <d[8h] and j>a'.

Since the induction schema ends at a', w must be the leading term of Qjcpj,
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Also since d[w]=d[0),0A], w equals or is bound to uv, where d[tt]=d[0>,]

>d[0;]. Thus Lemma 5 would be violated. In fact, by Note 2, none of the

terms of ufa could be in 0y0,.
If d[dj] <d[dn] where j i^a' then/ occurs in one of the established ranges,

say (r — 1)(A + 1) <ji%r(k + l). By hypothesis, the first k, terms of each 0, in

this range are completely cancelled. Thus writing 0/ for 0< with these terms

removed, w must be the leading term of 0/<£,. Also, all terms of fa- have the

same initial symbol and so by Lemma 3, if v,- is the leading term of d>¡, then

w is the leading term of djvj. Now w is of maximal degree and since all terms

of fa- for i=(r — 1)(A + 1)+A begin with xn, it is clear that w could appear in

some other 0,0¡ of the range only if w were cancelled in the range. Hence all

terms of d'faKw for i^h and w is the leading term of E^«0» where {i\} are

the leading terms of the respective {</>,} and the sum is over the range. Thus

if w were to equal or be bound to uvEidhfa then d[flj]>d[z>] so Lemma 7

would be violated. Remark, also, that by Note 3, none of the terms of ufa

would be in E^t.
We conclude that whenever wG0y0y, d[0y]=d[0fc]. Suppose, first, that

h>a' so as before w is the leading term of dhfa. We consider first the excep-

tional case: dh has leading terms w'yi+M'y2 and all terms of fa begin with Xi.

Thus w = u'y2xyv' where Xyv' is the leading term of fa. By the minimality of

the set {0,<At} it is clear that u'yy^ßi for any i, since otherwise such a 0,- could

be diminished by using dh, while at the same time (because d[0;,]+d [<£>,] =N)

d[fa] would not be increased. Similarly w'y2£0,for i>a' and i^h, for it

would necessarily be the leading term of such 0, and hence 0* could be di-

minished. We have therefore to consider only those 0r with r^a' such that

w'y2£0r.

Note 4. An argument similar to that of this paragraph will be used several

times, and will be called the argument of Note 4. The terms of u'y2fa are lead-

ing terms of dhZ for the various terms z of fa, so by Lemma 5 could not ap-

pear in any 0¿#¿ for which d[dh] <d[0,]. Similarly, as in the discussion above,

the terms of u'y2fa are the leading terms of E^<3« f°r tne various sets {z¿}

of corresponding terms of the fa for i in the range in which r occurs. Thus,

by Lemma 7, these terms also cannot occur in 6,<bi for which d[0r]( = d[0A])

<d[0,-]. Further, by Notes 2 and 3, none of these terms can occur in djpi for

which d[di] <d[dn]- Thus terms beginning with u'y2 can appear only in those

dr<pr for which d[0r]=d[0k]. It follows that u'y2fa+^u'y2fa = 0, whence

fa+ E$r = 0, violating Lemma 8.
The exceptional case is therefore impossible, and so w is produced by the

leading term of dh. Ii w were unbound throughout the whole range 1 ̂ i^a,

then we would have w = uv where u leads in 0a and w£0y. But then 0;- could

be diminished, violating minimality. Thus w must be bound somewhere, and

since it is the leading term not in the induction schema, it has form w = u'y2x2v'.

Suppose, first, that w still remains unbound in dhfa, so u'y2 and x2v' are the
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leading terms of Bh, cph respectively. By minimality, u'y2QBi for any i, and

so the only other 0¿</),- in which w appears are those in which it is bound.

Thus we need consider only those 0r for which «'yi<E0r. If one of these r%.a'

then all must be, for if some r>a', u'yi would be the leading term of that

0r and the remaining 8, could be diminished. Thus suppose all such r^a'.

Now all these r must necessarily be the first members of the ranges in which

they occur. We may then use the argument of Note 4 on the terms of u'y2(j>h

and u'yicjir, the set violating Lemma 8 being {<JA, <¡>r+i} (recall that xii;'G«Jr

if and only if x2z/£#r+i).

The remaining possibility is that u'yi leads in 0y forj>a'. But then clearly

no term of u'y2$h or of u'y^j appears elsewhere (using the first part of the

Note 4 argument), so all terms of $k are of form x2v' with Xi<v'£$y and con-

versely. Since 9i+icpi+i<9l<pi for all i, we must have i = a' + l and A = a' + 2,

that is, the first two members of a new range have been formed.

Now if w is bound in dh4>h, the situation is similar, for then u'yi leads in

Oh, and all terms of $k are of form xiv'. Thus either u'yi leads in B¡ with j>a',

so the situation is precisely as that above, with the roles of A and j reversed,

or M'y2(E0r for certain r^a'. Such r must be second members of their ranges

and again the Note 4 argument may be used, the set violating Lemma 8

being {«fr,, <£r_i}.
This disposes of all cases when h>a', so let h^a' and w£0,#i for any

i>a'. As in the above, the Note 4 argument shows that w must be bound

in some dicpi, so w has form w = u'y2x2v'. Thus w'yi£0r for certain r which are

first members of their ranges, and we may also have w'y2£0r' for certain r'.

But then, again, the Note 4 argument applies, the set violating Lemma 8 be-

ing {<jSr+i, $r/}. The conclusion is that all terms beginning with u'y2 (including

w) axe cancelled in the ranges in which they occur, or in the first two mem-

bers of a new range.

Now assume that all terms beginning with u'yi, i=l, • ■ ■ , m — 1, are

cancelled in the ranges in which they occur or in the first m — 1 members

of a new range, but that a term beginning with u'ym is not. Such terms may

occur in the following ways:

(i) tt'y<£0<!+» for i= 1, . • . , m — 1 the first m — 1 members of a range, but

u'ym&Bc+n;

(ii) w'ymG0y for some júa' ;

(iii) M'y,G0o'+<, i—1, ■ • ■ , m — 1 (that is, the first m — 1 members of a

new range have been formed) ;

(iv) u'ym£.6h for some A>a'.

Note that since the terms beginning with w'y,- are leading terms not in the

induction schema, in (iii) and (iv) the u'yi is the leading term of 0a'-,i, or of

0;,. Thus the minimality of the {9,<pi} assures that (iii) implies (i) is empty and

(iv) implies (ii) is empty. It is thus clear that the Note 4 argument applies,
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first to show that all terms beginning with u'ym are bound in some difa, the

set violating Lemma 8 being the fa for those j in which w'ym(E0y and the

terms beginning with u'ym unbound anywhere. Thus the/ of (ii) are the mth

members of certain ranges. The Note 4 argument then applies to (i) and

(iv), the set violating Lemma 8 being [fa, fa+m} for the c oí the various

ranges of (i) ; it also applies to (ii) and (iii), the set being {fa>+i, fa-m+i} for

the various/ of (ii) ; (i) and (ii), {fa+m, fa-}. There remains only the possibility

(iii) and (iv) in which case, as above h = a'+m becomes the mth member of

a new range. It is thus clear that all terms beginning with u'y(, i= 1, • • ■ ,

A + l, are cancelled in a new, or an established range and hence, as in the

earlier discussion, the induction is complete.

This disposes of all terms of degree N and we turn our attention to

terms of degree N— 1. Note that secondary reaction terms are of degree

t^N—2, so still do not have to be considered. Terms of degree N— 1 may

arise in the following ways: I. In 0,^5* for class A products. la. In difa* for

class B products. II. In 6*ifa for class A products. Ha. In 6*fa- for class B

products. III. In difa- for class C products. Note that for types I and II,

i^a, and that a term cannot be both type I and II in a range, say c+i,

*= 1, • • • , A + l, of Lemma 9, for such a term would be at the same time of

form u'xjv' and u'yjv'.

The following lemmas will be needed :

Lemma 10. Suppose w is of type lia or III in dhfa and is the leading term of

dhV2 for some v2Çz\fa, if w equals or is bound to uv, where d [v2] > d [v], then for all

r either u (£0r or v Ç£fa.

Proof. Suppose the contrary. By Lemma 5 this could not happen if w is

of type II, Ha, or III in drfa. Thus assume it is of type I or la. If it is of

type la, then uÇ3r for some r for which d^>r is of class B and so u ends in

some Xy. By Lemma 4, u is the leading term of dhZ for some z, so that z must

also end in some Xy. Thus the elementary transformation 0r—>6r+dhZ, fa-^xph

+zfa deletes u from 0r and adds to fa a term of degree d[z]+d[<£r] — 1

= d[v2]-d[v]+d[fa]-l. But d[î;2]=d[^A] while d[v]=d[fa]-l, so that
d[fa] is not increased, and minimality is violated.

Now suppose w is of type I in d^>T, then w£0r for r a member of one of the

ranges of Lemma 9, say d+j,j=\, • • • , A + l. Thus each dd+j of the range

has a term differing from u only in its last symbol. Again, by Lemma 4, u

is the leading term of dh,z, so if u'y¡ is the term of 0<¡+y corresponding to u, then

u'y¡ is the leading term of 0*z'yy, where z'y¡ differs from z only in its last sym-

bol. Thus consider the elementary transformation

0<¡+y—* dd+j + Ohz'y,, i = 1, • • ■ , A+l,

<t>h. —> <Ph + E z'yifa+i-

Recall that form Lemma 9, ^,yjfa+i = 0, so
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d[JZ z'yj<t>ä+1] = d[z'yy] + d[d,i+j] - 1

- d[z] + d[d>r\ - 1.

Thus again the term added to cph has degree equal to d[cph] and since each of

the 9d+j is diminished, minimality is again violated.

Lemma 11. Suppose that xju'(E<]>c+i for {c+i}, i = l, • • • , A+l one of the

ranges of Lemma 9. If w is the leading term of Jjdc+iXf)' (where w is in a type

II or type III product) and equals uv, where d[xiu'\>d[v\, then for all r, either

u £0, or v (£cpr.

Proof. Suppose the contrary. Note that as in the remark following Lemma

6, in this situation we could not have uv a reaction to which w was bound.

By Lemma 6, u= JZ9c+iZi for some set {z,}. Clearly either d[u]=d[#r] or

d[v] =d[cpr] — 1. But in the former case, since d[x,-t)']=d[0c+t], we have

d[t)']— d[v] <d[cpc+i]— d[cpr], so Lemma 7 is violated. Thus w is of type I or

la in 9rCpr. But w cannot be of type I for if r ^a all terms of 0r end in some yy,

whereas z¿ ends in some Xj. Suppose w is of type la in 9rCpr. Consider the trans-

formation 0r—>0r+ JZOc-nZi, cpc+i-^cpc+i+ZiCpr. Since z,- ends in some Xy we have

d[z,^»r]=d[zj]+d[0r] — l=d[x¿v']— d[v]+d[v]=d[cpc+i]. Thus the trans-

formation violates minimality.

Remark that in the following lemma we will need to use an argument

similar to that of Note 4. The only difference will be that Lemmas 10 and 11

will be needed in certain cases. These will be: Lemma 11 to show that a term

of type II or III which leads in JZSc+íXív' is not of type I or la in any 8¿j>r

for which d[cpr] <d[cpc+i\; Lemma 10 to show that a term of type lia or III

which leads in 9hV2 is not of type I or la in 9rcf>r for which d[cj>r] <d[cph]. How-

ever, we will continue to call this the argument of Note 4.

Lemma 12. (i) In the ranges established by Lemma 9, all terms of 0,$* awd 0j*#,-

are completely cancelled, (ii) No class B products exist, (iii) // b is an integer

such that 9,<pi is of class C if and only if a<i^b, then b = d(k + l) for some

integer d, and for such i, additional ranges exist in which all terms of 0¿«J» are

completely cancelled.

Proof. We again set up an induction schema, assuming that for i^a,

certain leading terms of Q* and #* follow the already established pattern; for

certain r>a, 9,cpr is of class B, with certain (but not all) the terms of 0r* ending

in some xy and the leading term of <j5* beginning with some Xy; certain ranges

{c+i}, i—1, ■ ■ ■ ,A + 1 with c+i>a have been established in which certain

leading terms of 0,- and all terms of «#< follow a pattern similar to that of

Lemma 9.

If the induction is not complete, there exist terms of degree N—l, and

let w be the leading term not in the induction schema. As before, we agree to

ignore any ranges in which w is cancelled. Suppose first, that w is of type I
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or la in drcpr. By Lemma 5, w cannot be of type I, la, or III in any d,<pj for

which d[0r]<d[0y], or of type II or I la in djfa- for which d[0r]<d[0y]-l.

Also by Lemma 5, w could not be of type I or la in djfa for which d[0y]

<d[0r]. For type III we have the same result, by Lemma 11, when r is in

one of the ranges assumed in the induction hypothesis, or by Lemma 10, if

it is not. Finally, Lemmas 10 and 11 show that w could not be type Ha or II

in drfa for which d[dr] -1 <d[0y].

Now if w is of type la in drfa then w = uv where u leads in 0r. Since w

must appear in some other djfa-, it follows from the preceding paragraph that

w£0y. But then 0y could be diminished (without increasing d[<£r]) violating

minimality. Similarly, if w were of type I in d,dyT and unbound throughout.

Suppose, then, that w is unbound in drfa but bound elsewhere, so r must be

the second member of its range and w — uv where u leads in 0r. But then the

leading term of 0r_i differs from u only in its final symbol. Thus 0r_i and 0r

could diminish 0y for respectively bound or unbound occurrences of w. The

situation is clearly similar if w is bound in drfa. We conclude that w is not

of type la and is of type I only if it is cancelled in its range.

Next, consider the case w is type II or lia in drd>r. According to the pre-

ceding discussion, it cannot be type I or la in any d,<pj. Also, by Lemmas 10

and 11 w cannot be type II or lia in any d¡ for which d[0,] ?^d[0r] or type III

in any 03</>y for which d [0y] j^d [0r] — 1.

Now suppose w is of type II in 0r<£r and unbound throughout, or of type

Ha, so that w = uv, with m£0* and v(zzfa. From the preceding paragraph

w<E.djcf>j only if w£0y. Clearly all members of ufa are unbound and also all

members of ufa for all/ in which w£0j, except possibly a type III case out-

side the ranges of the induction hypothesis. But in such a case, u would be

the leading term of the d, which could then be used to diminish dh. We may

then use the Note 4 argument, the set violating Lemma 8 being {fa, fa} for

all/ with w£0j.
It is now established that no type la or lia products exist, that is, class

B products do not exist. We may therefore simplify the induction hypothesis

for type III (class C) products to: if A is the integer such that difa- is of type

III if and only if a<ii%b, then for some A' = d'(A + l) with d' an integer, the

additional ranges assumed are from a to V.

Returning to type II products, suppose w is unbound in dTfa but bound

in some 0y0y, then w = UyVy with «i£0* and r the second member of its range.

If/>£>' then clearly no term beginning with Uy could be bound in any other

d,fa. Also Mi£0i for any i>b' for Uy would lead in such 0¿, which could then

diminish dT. Thus the argument of Note 4 applies, the set violating Lemma 8

being {</>r-1, fa, fa-i} for all i — 1 such thatwi£0,-. If/ = 6' then j is the first
member of a range, and if u is the term corresponding to Uy, it is clear that

neither u nor wi£0¿ for any i>b'. Thus the argument of Note 4 again applies

to {fa} consisting of all i such that m£0¿ or «i£0<H i. The discussion is similar

if w is bound in drfa, for either the situation is precisely that just considered,
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or Mi leads in some 0y for j>b' while w£0. for some i^b'. But again the argu-

ment of Note 4 may be applied to {#,, <£,} for all i such that w£0,_i. We

conclude that also for type II, w can appear only if it is cancelled in the range

in which it appears.

Finally, if w appears only in type III products, the situation is evidently

precisely that of Lemma 9. We conclude that w and, in fact, if w = u'y2x2v',

all terms beginning with u'y2 are cancelled in an established range, or in the

first two members of a new range.

Thus assume, again, that all terms beginning with u'yi, i=l, ■ ■ • , m — 1,

axe cancelled in some range, but that u'ym is not. It is clear that a discussion

similar to that of Lemma 9 will show that this is impossible. That is, if it is

of type I in a product, then by Lemmas 5, 7, 10, 11 it could appear only in

type I or III products with equal d[0y] or in type II products with one less

d[0y]. But this is ruled out by minimality. If the term is of type II, then by

what we have just said, it can only appear in type III or other type II prod-

ucts. But an argument precisely parallel to that of Lemma 9, using the argu-

ment of Note 4, shows that this is also impossible. Finally, if the term is only

in type III products, the situation evidently duplicates that of Lemma 9.

Thus it is seen that the induction is complete.

From the discussion of the preceding lemmas, it is clear that we have

two possibilities to consider: (i) All class A and class C products are in ranges

established in the manner discussed above, (ii) No products of class A, B, or

C exist.

Suppose (i) is the case, and we consider the first range, 0<i^k + l. By

Lemmas 9 and 12 all terms of 0< of degree ed[0t] — 1 end in y,- and all terms

of cp, of degree ^ d [<£,] — 1 begin with x,. Partition © and <S> into © = (@3, @4),

í>=(í>3, $4)', where ©3 and $3 contain the first A + l elements of © and i>

respectively. Form ©1 and $1 from © and «i» by replacing 03 by ©3A and

$3 by F$>3. Since XY=Ik+i and FA=1, it is clear that ©i$>i=l and $i©i

= Iq-k. Further, it is evident that ©1 differs from 0 only in that its first A + l

elements are replaced by a single element of degree at least one less than that

of the elements replaced. $1 differs from $ in a similar fashion, and hence the

minimality of the {0^,} is violated.

The other possibility, (ii), can only happen if for all * such that d[0,]

+d[cpi] = N, we have d[9icpi] ^N— 2, and clearly no generality is lost if we

assume this is true for i=l. This means that either all terms of 0\ and 0*

end with some Xi and all terms of $1 begin with some yy, or all terms of 0\

end with some x,- and all terms of both cp\ and $* begin with some yy. Write

@i=(0iyi, • • •,0iy*+i,02, • • ■ ,9q),$i=(xicpl, ■ ■ • ,xk+icpi,cp2, ■ ■ -,cpq)'.whence

©i<J?i=l while $i@i = /8+i;. We have thus replaced 0i by J0,i}, cpi by {0,1},

t'=l, • • • , A + l with either all d[0tl]<d[0i] and d[<pn]^d[cbi], or all d[0,ij
5=d[0i] and d[<£,i] <d[<£i]. Again the minimality of the j0,</><} is violated.

According to the discussion at the beginning of this section, we have estab-

lished
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Theorem 8(6). PAere exists a ring of type (n, A) for arbitrary positive in-

tegers n, A.

Theorem 9. There exist semi-simple rings of arbitrary type.

Proof. There certainly exist dimensional semi-simple rings (for example,

any division ring). Thus we need only show the semi-simplicity of the rings

whose direct sum is the ring discussed above. However [3, p. 322] the ring

of type (n, 1), w^2 constructed in [3] satisfies the condition d[a|3]=d[a]

+d[/3]. Thus a relation a+ß — aß = 0 would imply a or ß— 1, a contradiction.

We thus need only consider the ring A of the present section. Let a be a mem-

ber of a right ideal I. If a is multiplied on the right by a monomial u in the

{yy}, then for d[u] sufficiently large, au is a polynomial in the {yy} alone.

At least one such polynomial is nonzero, for otherwise suppose A is the least

integer such that au = 0 for all u with d[u]=h. Then for some u' with d[u']

= A —1 we have au' ^0, while aw'yy = 0 for all/. But then 'Y¿cm'yixj = au' = 0.

Now if a is a polynomial in the ¡yy} alone, we have already seen that

d[aß]=d[a]+d[|3] for any ß. Thus again the relation a+ß— aß = 0 is im-

possible. Since neither summand has a right-quasi-regular right ideal, the

radical is zero(7).
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(6) An alternative construction exists for rings of arbitrary type (n, k), proceeding directly

from the polynomial ring, over the integers modulo 2, in noncommutative symbols {x¡j, y„),

i, s=\, ■ ■ ■ , n+k and j, r=l, • ■ -, n, A being its quotient ring modulo the ideal generated

by the elements of XY—/„+*, YX — In. This ring may be handled by methods similar to those

of the present section, although the discussion is somewhat more complicated. It can be shown

that for all »è2 this ring has no zero divisors.

(7) For the ring mentioned in footnote 6, it can be shown that if I, J are any nonzero right

ideals, there exist «£/, ßCzJ with (¿[a|S] = d[a]-|-d[/3]. Thus the additional result: There exist

prime rings of arbitrary type.


